
Rich The Kid, Right
Yessir
Yessir (Spinz)
Back and then back again
Yessir (Huh)

I done scraped the Bentley twice (Skrrt-skrrt, skrrt-skrrt)
Told that bitch, "Talk to me nice" (Talk to me nice, lil' bitch)
I done had to pay the price (I done paid the price)
You tryna get rich, right? (Rich)
Fill my cup with the dirty Sprite (The dirty)
And she's suckin' my dick like a mite (A mite)
In my Louis, I'm ballin' like Mike (I'm ballin')
Don't fuck with no rat, don't fuck with no mice (No mice)
Why the molly look like rice? (Molly)
I want the whole thing, yeah, the whole thing (Whole thing)
Fuck a slice (Fuck a slice)
I won't do you wrong, fuck me right (Fuck me right)

Fuck the fame (Fuck it, fuck it), feel my pain (Feel my pain)
Went and bought a grill, gave 'em Johnny Dang (Gave 'em Johnny)
And the watches worth more when they plain
All this money, invest in a crane (Yee)
When I'm sad, I just go by a chain (What?)
Why he rich but still hatin'? He lame (He lame, lame)
You's a rat, I can't fuck with no mice
Thirty pints, I put that on the flight
Nah, for real, I fell in love with the Sprite
Bad bitch, I tell her, "Talk to me nice"
She on one of my last nerve (Nerve)
In the back, I might smash her (Smash)
But I count up the bag first (The bag)
No Rihanna, she gon' get this work (Woo)

I done scraped the Bentley twice (Skrrt-skrrt, skrrt-skrrt)
Told that bitch, "Talk to me nice" (Talk to me nice, lil' bitch)
I done had to pay the price (I done paid the price)
You tryna get rich, right? (Rich)
Fill my cup with the dirty Sprite (The dirty)
And she's suckin' my dick like a mite (A mite)
In my Louis, I'm ballin' like Mike (I'm ballin')
Don't fuck with no rat, don't fuck with no mice (No mice)
Why the molly look like rice? (Molly)
I want the whole thing, yeah, the whole thing (Whole thing)
Fuck a slice (Fuck a slice)
I won't do you wrong, fuck me right (Fuck me right)

Don't fuck with the cops or the jakes (Jakes)
Don't fuck with the lames or the fakes (Fakes)
I'm from the dirt, I gotta watch for the snakes
You could make it but you gotta be great (Great)
Cake, cake, she got whole lotta cake
Came home, pussy right on the plate
Takin' molly to the face (Face)
Nah, really, life great (That's great, yeah)
Skrrt-skrrt (Skrrt-skrrt), skrrt-skrrt (Skrrt-skrrt)
Pull up on my plug, got it for sure-sure (Sure-sure)
I whip it like Mario (Mario)
She ain't fuckin', she got to go (She got to go)
I might tell a bitch, "Adiós" (Adiós)
We done made it, nigga, let's make a toast (Rich)

I done scraped the Bentley twice (Skrrt-skrrt, skrrt-skrrt)
Told that bitch, "Talk to me nice" (Talk to me nice, lil' bitch)
I done had to pay the price (I done paid the price)



You tryna get rich, right? (Rich)
Fill my cup with the dirty Sprite (The dirty)
And she's suckin' my dick like a mite (A mite)
In my Louis, I'm ballin' like Mike (I'm ballin')
Don't fuck with no rat, don't fuck with no mice (No mice)
Why the molly look like rice? (Molly)
I want the whole thing, yeah, the whole thing (Whole thing)
Fuck a slice (Fuck a slice)
I won't do you wrong, fuck me right
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